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ABASTRACT

The aim of this study is to explore the sign of communication in the performance. This
study is based on the cultural studies perspective. The subject of the researclt is the audience of
Classic Concert, Musical Theater, and Cultural Cantival in Satya Wacana Christian (Jniversity

Salatiga. The research unit are the behavior of the audience. The audience behavior expresses
before, while and ending the performonce qre conseidered as verbal and non-verbal signs. A
non-verbal sign is the audience geslures that are divided into several categories, namely
proxemic, chronemics, kinestics, phStsical apperance, haptics, paralanguage and artifacts. The
way of knowing such process of communication is necessary to decode alt of the verbal and
non-verbal signs.

This study uses a qualitative approach which consists of three stages: data collection,
data processing, and data analysis. It used in-depth interviews to collect the datafrom s both the
audience and the organizers of Classic Concert, Musical Theater and Cultural Carnival. The
idea of non-verbal communication can be reflected in the form of proxemic , cronemics ,
physical appearance, haptics, paralangguage and artifacts. Procemics. indicate distance that
people have from other people. Chronemics sign indicates appreciation of time. physical
apperance sign shows physical appearance and how to dress up. Haptics sign indicates a need in
touch with other people. Paralanguage signs indicate that the performances allow for the
expression of the human voice to explore emotions while watching the performance. The results
showed that during the performance, the audience communicated in a dffirent ways.
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J.Introduction

A performance is a dialectic process from four players; sources, producers, perfonners,

and partakerss (Schechner,2002:215). A source is parties that create the performance. It could be

the writers, composers, choreographers, and drama scripters. A producer is a person who has a

task to realize the idea from the sourcers. Marvin Carlson argues that "A play cannot speak for

itself; one must conjure its sound from it" (Schechner, 216). Carlson's opinion means that, an




